SHAKE ON IT

BAY COLT Foaled February 18, 2016 Tattoo No. 1P713

(NEW YORK ELIGIBLE)

SHAKE ON IT

Art Major p,4,1:49.2 ------------------- Miss Elvira p,2,2:00.1f

Perfick Profile p,2,Q1:59.1 ------------------- Nihilator p,3,1:49.3

Cut A Deal p,3,1:52.3f ------------------- Rodine Hanover p,2,1:54

Western Ideal p,1:48

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

Tarbelth Hanover p,3,1:55.2

1st Dam

CUT A DEAL p,2,Q1:55; 3,1:52.3f ($120,715) by Rocknroll Hanover. 8 wins, 2 thru 4. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S.; Green Acres at Freehold (2); second in leg New Jersey Sires S.; - Green Acres at Freehold; third in Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. At 3, winner Final New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; sekond in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. - Green Acres at Freehold. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

YES MAAM p,1,59.3f; 1:56.2h ($12,826) by Western Hanover. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third leg Early Closer At The Meadows. From 6 foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, incl.: CUT A DEAL (M) p,2,Q1:55; 3,1:52.3f ($120,715) (Rocknroll Hanover). At 2 by Majestic Length.


INNER DEMONS (M) p,2,Q1:59 ($7,020) (Rock N Roll Heaven). Record at 2. At 2, third in leg Excelsior Ser. - A at Saratoga.

3rd Dam

TARBETH HANOVER p,2,T1:57.2; 3,T1:55.2 ($56,211) by Tyler B. 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Final Icarus Lobell P.; leg Miss Vera Bars Ser. at Mohawk; third in elim. First Lady S., elim. Icarus Lobell P. At 3, winner leg Comforter Ser. at Meadowlands; second in leg Comforter Ser. at Meadowlands; third in Final Comforter Ser. at Meadowlands, elim. John W. Miller Mem. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winners, 1 in 1:50, 6 in 1:55, 9 in 2:00, incl.: BIDDING FOR TIME p,2,Q1:59; 3,1:51.2; 1:48.4 ($616,542) (Life Sign). 47 wins, 3 thru 11.

At 3, second in elim. Kentucky Spring Champ. at Lexington; third in Jug Preview. At 4, winner leg Cam Fella Ser. at Woodbine (2), leg Clyde Hirt Ser. at Meadowlands (2); second in Final Cam Fella Ser. at Woodbine, leg and Final Exit 16W Ser. at Meadowlands.

MERCY MERCY MERCY (M) p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:51.4; 4,1:51.1 ($565,148) (Jate Lobell). 11 winners, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner Kentucky Stbld. Sale Co. P.; second in Harvest S., elim. and Final Pink Bonnet P., leg Kentucky Sires S., leg Starlet Ser. at Hoosier; third in Hanover Filly S. At 3, winner Glen Gamsey Mem., Final Rose Red P., elim. Nadia Lobell P.; second in Final Fan Hanover S., American-National S., Scarlett O'Hara P., Hanover Filly S.; third in cons. Mistletoe Shellee P. At 4, second in leg Classic Ser. at Harrington; third in leg Classic Ser. at Mohawk, leg Cape & Cutter Ser. at Meadowlands. Dam of PALONE RANGER p,2,1:51.3; 4,1:49.4f ($1,265,631), MOREMERCY BLUECHIP p,2,1:53.1f; 3,1:50.2f ($190,568), MAJOR WAGER p,3,Q1:58.1h; 1:53.3f ($180,739), Grandam of ROCKRATESE p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:52.1; 4,1:52.1f ($217,733), FASHION BYTHEBEACH p,2,1:55f; 3,1:52f; 4,1:51f-'17 ($108,895), ROCK THE OFFICIAL p,3,1:57.3f; 1:54f, etc.

JUST A GLIMPSE (M) p,3,1:54.3; 4,1:52.3f ($113,934) (Jate Lobell). 7 wins at 3 and 4. At 2, third in Final Kentucky Sires S. at Lexington. At 4, winner leg Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands, leg Bobby Weise Ser. at Pocono; second in leg and Final Night Styles Ser. at Meadowlands; third in leg Bobby Weise Ser. at Pocono. Dam of CHAT SNAP p,3,1:52.3-'17.

ROBOTICLE p,2,1:57.2f; 3,1:56.2f; 4,1:51.5f ($75,972) (Jate Lobell). 18 wins, 2 thru 7.

ODDS ON WESTERN p,2,1:56.4f; 3,1:51.2 ($71,474) (Western Hanover). 12 wins, 2 thru 6.

CAUGHT THE BOUQUET (M) p,2,1:58.4f; 3,1:54.1 ($27,948) (Jate Lobell). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 3, third John Simpson Mem.; Fennell's Horse Supplies P. Dam of RUNOVER FEELING p,2,1:52.4f; 3,1:50 ($94,852), etc.

LOCH LAGGAN (M) p,2,1:58.3f ($26,015) (Life Sign). Winner at 2. At 2, winner Reynolds Mem.; second in leg Kentucky Sires S.; third in Arden Downs S., elim. Miss Rosecroft P. Dam of ROCK N LOAD p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:52.2f; 4,1:51.4f ($217,733), ARMBO CAVIAR p,2,1:52.2f; 3,1:53; 4,1:52.4 ($162,803), ARMBO BARRYMORE p,3,1:56.2f; 1:52.3f; Grandam of MACHS DELICACY p,2,Q1:59.4; 3,1:54.4; 1:51.1f ($191,292), MEAN PAULINE p,3,1:53.2f ($111,299), etc.

HEIR TO TREASURE (M) p,2,1:59.2f ($6,998) (Jate Lobell). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Little Mermaid Ser. at Pocono (2).

Producers: SlicE Of Life p,2,Q2:00.4f (dam of WORKANPLOADHAY p,2,1:52.2f; 3,1:51.1f; 4,1:50.4f-$151,488, LOTS TO LIVE FOR p,2,1:53.2f-'17), Lady Fairway (dam of ART'S SON p,3,1:54; 1:51f-$153,720; grandam of SWEET GESTURE p,3,1:52.1), etc.

Next Dam - TARPORT MELODY p,3,1:52.4 (Albatross-MYRTLE HANOVER-Armbro Nesbit)
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Consigned by and raised at Diamond Creek Farm, Georgetown, Kentucky.